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Generation Y-Z
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Gen Y [‘Millenniums’] 
Born 1977-1994 (i.e. aged 25-42 now)

Gen Z 
Born 1995-2012 (i.e. aged 5-24 now)



‘meeting them both half  way’
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Writing – Tech & Youth

writing activities
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Writing activities (1)

e.g. “Reverse Reading” story
Make copies of  questions (put on board)
In pairs, students answer the questions.

Pin stories on walls. Students read each other’s, and compare.

1. What’s his name? 
2. Where does he live? Who with? 
3. What’s he doing? 
4. Where’s he going? Why?  
5. What’s just happened?  
6. ...

Based on an idea by Jackie McAvoy:
www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/writing-through-reverse-readingNYESZE 2019



Writing activities (2)

“Whatsapp programme”

Intro	yourself:	where	you	
live,	what	you	do,	your	
favourite	place,	your	most	
important	possession,	
something	you’re	proud	of,	
etc.

[Jess did the task first]
Jessica Mackay @JessBCN
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Your favourite writing activities
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Writing activities – success? 

Intro	yourself:	where	
you	live,	what	you	do,	
your	favourite	place,	
your	most	important	

possession,	
something	you’re	
proud	of,	etc.

focus + prompts
target reader
clear instructions
collaborative
creative
personalised
? …
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Considerations

Writing – Tech & Youth

A project
Evaluation 
& Feedback

Learning points
Take-away
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Writing – Tech & Youth

Considerations
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Why is it difficult to get students to 
write? 

■ set for homework

■ no fun
■ done alone

■ difficult  

■ topics are boring

■ feedback = ‘failure’

■

■
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My early writing experience
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Writing – youth!

My children (16, 18, 20) are writing more and more. 
[…] 

They are texting… 8,000 texts (per month) sent and 
received … probably 5-10 words on average per 
text… 40,000 -80,000 words per month: 

A collaborative monthly story of  their lives in 
WRITING!
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Writing: 21st century

Good writing may be the quintessential 21st 
century skill.
Just as the nature of  and expectation for literacy has 
changed in the past century and a half, so has the 
nature of  writing. Today people write as never 
before: “texting, on blogs, with video cameras and 
cell phones, and, yes, even with traditional pen and 
paper.

The National Council of  Teachers of  English
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Writing – Tech & Youth

A project
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A writing project

• MA in Communication & Media Science: 

• My course: ‘Public Writing’

- Offline public writing 

- Online public writing
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Public Writing

• Facebook

• Twitter

• Blogs

• Press Release

• Conference Application

• Newspaper article

Online:Offline:

*
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press	release:	

an official statement made to journalists by 
a large organization, a political party or a 
government department. 

[OALD]

Public Writing: press release
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Public Writing: press release
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• written on behalf  of  a company

• short, punchy headline

• lead-paragraph = summary of  the event 

• 1-2 body paragraphs - including a quotation

• Final paragraph: "About .. [the company]..”

• contact info: www

Press release: ‘ingredients’
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Press release: class procedure

1. Examples / models / samples + tasks

2. www. search → read → get to know 

3. (a) Post to forum: comment on ‘ingredients’ 

4. (b) Comment on comments

5. Choose a topic: write a draft 1 (→ peer discuss)

6. Final draft → grade

→
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Press Release: samples + tasks

The Business (Advanced)
(2009) Macmillan



Press Release: my sample task



Press Release: the forum

DEADLINES: 
Thurs: class work (2 pages)
Sun 9pm: (1) Press release + comments
Tues 9pm: (2): Comments on press releases 
of  two others.  



Press Release: forum post (1)



Press Release: forum post (2)
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Writing – Tech & Youth

Evaluation  
& Feedback
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Writing – evaluation

Initial research & comments (15) (not marked for accuracy)
- - -

Task achievement (5) Real-life communicative purpose? 

Coherence & Coherence (5) Logical structure? Suitable linkers?

Range & Accuracy (10) (grammar, vocabulary)

Appropriacy (5) Layout; level of  in-/formality used? 
Total (15+25) =  __ / 40 marks

Adapted from Euroexam B1 / B2 Assessment criteria for writing 

… and a Comment (on content & on language)
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Writing – student feedback

I didn’t know where to 
upload my homework – I 
couldn't find the others’. I 
was ready to go home! [R]

I learnt about the other 
students – what 

interests them! [Á]

I didn’t know what a 
press release was before. 

I do now. This will be 
really useful for me. [M] 

It seemed real. It 
wasn’t some b***sh** 

academic essay. [E] 
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More [genre] analysis 
would have been useful [L]



A writing project: online

• Facebook

• Twitter

• Blogs
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A writing project: online
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Features of  online writing

• #hashtags
• links
• pictures
• tagging people
• informal language
•
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Considerations of  online writing
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Samples posts

ecopesters.edublogs.org
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Writing – Tech & Youth

On-going 
evaluation 
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Evaluation / My role

Monitoring, liking / retweeting / commenting …

Praise! 

“Spot the mistake”: 
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Mid-course evaluation
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Writing – Tech & Youth

Learning points
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Writing: Learning points

Provide a model text

Analyse the ‘ingredients’

Encourage collaboration

Do the task yourself ! 

Consider writing a 
process

Have a target reader in 
mind
Give praise regularly
Prioritize mistakes
Work together on 
language difficulties
Be excited about the 
content!
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Writing – and reading

If  you don’t have time to read, you don’t have the time 
(or the tools) to write. Simple as that. – Stephen King

The greatest part of  a writer’s time is spent in reading, 
in order to write; a man will turn over half  a library to 
make one book. – Samuel Johnson
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A final thought …

Writing is a way of  talking without being 
interrupted.  — Jules Renard

3 activity types: WUP, CP, F

http://ddeubel.edublogs.org/2009/09/22/teaching-
writing-activities-and-ideas/comment-page-1/
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Writing – Tech & Youth:
meeting them both half  way

Thank you!
rachelappleby18 @ gmail.com
rapple18
https://rachelappleby.edublogs.org
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